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About This Game

Link Twin is an exciting and stylistic puzzle game with fresh mechanics, visually stunning art and a haunting soundtrack. Take
control of the mysterious Tom and Lily who share an unbreakable connection. Uncover a treacherous world of mysterious

landscapes and mind-bending puzzles as you navigate ever increasing challenges.

DISCOVER AN INNOVATIVE PUZZLE CONCEPT

Tom and Lily are linked and move together. Use the environment and interactive objects to manipulate positioning and find the
exits!

========

“Link Twin is a puzzler that really makes you think. Simultaneously moving Tom & Lily, you’ve got to plan out your path to
victory very carefully.” - Pocket Gamer

“It’s the kind of addictive puzzle game you could easily get stuck in for hours.” - Android Headlines
“Link Twin is definitely a game specifically designed for puzzle enthusiasts and handled with deft care. It’s a game I’d highly

recommend.” - The Huh?

========

TONS OF LEVELS AND CHALLENGES TO MASTER
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-Enjoy over 100 levels of increasingly challenging puzzle gameplay

-Engage with over 10 unique mechanics like movable obstacles, teleporters and electronic circuits

-Explore 5 mysterious settings, each with their own haunting soundtrack

-Immerse yourself in a whole new world of minimalistic art and surreal environments
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Title: Link Twin
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lorraine Studio
Publisher:
Carbon Incubator
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card with 512Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Very cute puzzler!
The levels become quite a brain tease in later chapters.

Recommended!. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. A simple, yet delightful puzzle game based
around the concept of moving two characters simultaneously.

The good (+), the bad (-) and the indifferent(~):

+ Smooth learning curve, each new mechanic is well introduced and demonstrated.
+ Effort has clearly been put into creating varied and interesting level designs.
+ Very pleasing visiual athetic and music.
+ Solving a level in the minimum number of moves is most satisfying, but not essential.
+ In game solutions are available (though limited in number).
+ Good amount of puzzling for the cost (esp. on sale).

- The level selection screen seems a little buggy when switching between different worlds.

~ The initial levels may be too easy for some, but the difficulty improves for the second half (the first 60 levels took me 1 hr,
but the next 20 took a further hour).
~ Controlling two (or more) characters simultaneously is not a brand new mechanic ("I and Me" and "The Swapper" are two
games a similar mechanic), but the grid base implementation and minimizing the number of moves is new.

Overall, a worthy experience.. cute little brain tease with smooth difficulty curve and a limited and well design hint system..
Cute and simple puzzle game. Worth the price.
Play it if you have some time to loose and if you are a fan of this genre.
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